Electronic Knowledge Repository (EKR) is one of the most commonly deployed knowledge management technologies, yet its success hinges upon employees' continued use and is further complicated in today's multinational context. We integrate multiple theoretical linkages into a research model, conceptualizing knowledge-seeking as an instrumental behavior, adopting the technology acceptance model to characterize the individual-level continued EKR knowledge-seeking behavioral model, and drawing on the climato-economic theory to explain cross-national behavioral differences. Using hierarchical linear modeling (HLM), we test the model with data from 1352 randomly sampled knowledge workers across 30 nations. We find that two national-level factors, climate harshness and national wealth, interactively moderate the individual-level relationship between perceived usefulness (PU) and behavioral intention (BI) to continue seeking knowledge from EKR, such that the difference in the strength of this relationship is larger between poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations than between rich-harsh and rich-temperate nations. We find similar cross-level cross-national differences for the link between perceived ease of use (PEOU) and PU but not for the link between PEOU and BI. Implications for research and practice are discussed.
Introduction
Knowledge-seeking in organizations is instrumental in nature, as knowledge is a critical resource that enables employees to solve problems, make decisions, and accomplish tasks (Gray & Meister, 2004 ). This is one major force driving 80% of leading multinational firms to deploy their own knowledge management (KM) initiatives (Lawton, 2001) . Among various technologies to support organizational KM processes, the Electronic Knowledge Repository (EKR) is commonly deployed to integrate disparate knowledge resources and to enable the retrieval and reuse of codified knowledge (Markus, 2001) . Industries reported that 80% of the KM involve EKR implementation (Davenport & Prusak, 1998 ), yet many of these initiatives have failed because of employees' reluctance to continue their EKR useThis challenge of achieving continued EKR use becomes more complicated in multinational firms where the technology needs to be accepted by employees in different nations.
As managers have become increasingly more concerned about what inspires employees to continue seeking knowledge from implemented EKR, information systems (IS) researchers have also conducted studies to investigate this issue (e.g., Kankanhalli et al, 2005a; Bock et al, 2006; He & Wei, 2009) . Toward this end, scholars have found that the technology acceptance model (TAM), originally developed for understanding users' adoption of new IS , can also be applied to explain individuals' continued use of implemented IS (e.g., Szajna, 1996; Hong et al, 2006) . Empirical EKR research has also found that TAM-related factors, such as perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU), indeed affect individuals' knowledge-seeking from EKR (Bock et al, 2006) . However, employees' continued use of EKR is complicated in cross-national contexts because the predictive powers of PU and PEOU on IS use (i.e., the two core relationships in TAM) may vary across nations (e.g., Straub, 1994; Straub et al, 1997) .
So far, IS scholars have focused on national culture as the main explanation for cross-national behavioral differences in TAM. Current cross-national IS research is generally dominated by two approaches. The first approach applies national culture characteristics (e.g., culture scores) to explain why relationships in TAM vary across national boundaries (e.g., Straub, 1994; Straub et al, 1997) . The second approach considers culture as the espoused values at the individual level and examines how these espoused cultural values moderate relationships in TAM (Srite & Karahanna, 2006; McCoy et al, 2007; Yoon, 2009) .
Although these two approaches complementarily describe culture at different levels (i.e., national and individual levels), some researchers have raised the concern that the above two approaches are constrained by implicit underlying reasoning limitations. In particular, while culture may shape behavioral patterns, behavioral patterns also reveal the common characteristics of a particular culture (Peter & Olson, 1998; House et al, 2004) . That is to say, culture and behavioral patterns (such as TAM) could be mutually influential such that culture itself cannot be seen as an independent predictor of behavioral patterns (Luna & Gupta, 2001) . Thus, it is important to identify exogenous factors beyond national culture that may provide alternative explanations for cross-national behavioral variations.
Toward this end, the newly proposed climato-economic theory (CET) (Van de Vliert, 2009) argues that habitants of countries adapt their values, orientations, and behavioral patterns to the livability of their environments and that two national-level factors -the harshness of the thermal climate and national wealth -jointly determine environmental livability (Van de Vliert, 2007a) . While climate harshness represents the survival demands imposed by the natural environment, national wealth represents the economic resources available to the habitants to cope with the demands. Importantly, the match or mismatch between climatic demands and economic resources gradually nurtures different levels of survival pressure for habitants in different climato-economic nations (Van de Vliert, 2009 ). In countries with stronger survival pressure, habitants tend to display stronger instrumental values, orientations, and practices, such as working for money . Given the spillover effect from family life to work (Kanter, 1977; Crouter, 1984) , the more that instrumentality is emphasized in one's life environment, the more likely one would carry this emphasis to his/her workplace and focus on instrumental purposes in organizational activities.
To recap, knowledge enables employees to accomplish assigned tasks, thereby justifying their value and existence in organizations (Gray & Meister, 2004) . The utilitarian nature of knowledge-seeking behaviors is consistent with the instrumentality underpinning TAM . Also, as indicated by CET, individuals' instrumental orientation is jointly shaped by such national-level factors as climate harshness and national wealth (Van de Vliert, 2009) . With this backdrop, the current study aims to synthesize (i) continued EKR knowledge-seeking behaviors, (ii) the TAM, and (iii) the CET, given their common emphasis on instrumentality, and explain the cross-national differences in the EKR knowledge-seeking behavioral model through the lens of the CET.
Theoretical background
Knowledge-seeking behavior via EKR Searching for knowledge from available sources mirrors humans' natural needs for survival in society (Lawrence & Nohria, 2002) . Individuals who can identify knowledge more efficiently and effectively can solve survival-related problems better than those who are less capable of identifying such information (Kaplan, 1992; Kock et al, 2008) . In the workplace, seeking knowledge is also a need-driven behavior (Zhang, 2008; He & Wei, 2009) . Employees are motivated to seek knowledge from external sources when they encounter problems that are beyond their own knowledge (Gray & Meister, 2004) . With knowledge from other sources, employees are better able to accomplish more complex tasks and make decisions more effectively (Gray & Meister, 2004; Gray & Durcikova, 2005) . These problem-solving functions of knowledge-seeking behaviors essentially reflect the instrumental purpose of organizational activities in terms of accomplishing tasks, improving performance, and obtaining promotions and rewards.
EKR, as a key organizational knowledge reservoir, provides best practices, business solutions, and professional knowledge that help employees solve work-related problems (Lawton, 2001) . EKR stores codified knowledge in a searchable format, enables employees to locate useful intelligence quickly (Gray & Meister, 2004; Kankanhalli et al, 2005b) , technically supports employees' knowledgeseeking behaviors, and allows them to achieve utilitarian objectives (Gray & Durcikova, 2005) . As such, this paper emphasizes the instrumental nature of EKR knowledgeseeking behaviors that enable employees to fulfill their task requirements.
Technology acceptance model
With an instrumental underpinning, TAM was originally proposed to understand employees' adoption of utilitarian IS in organizational settings (Davis, 1989; Davis et al, 1989) . Some later argued that factors affecting initial adoption may also affect continued use (e.g., Taylor & Todd, 1995; Szajna, 1996) . Empirical studies have also provided evidence supporting the capability of TAM in predicting experienced users' behavioral intentions (BIs) to continue using investigative technologies (e.g., Davis, 1989; Szajna, 1996; Hong et al, 2006) . The above discussion suggests that TAM could be an ideal framework for studying employees' continued EKR knowledge-seeking behaviors that are instrumental in nature.
In the original TAM, BI is determined by an individuals' attitude toward using a technology as well as by the direct and indirect effects of PU and PEOU. BI, in turn, directly affects IS usage behaviors. In their post-hoc analysis, Davis et al (1989) recommended a simplified version of TAM that includes only PU, PEOU, and BI. In the simplified TAM, PEOU directly affects PU, and both PU and PEOU additively influence BI. Consistent with many prior crossnational IS research studies (e.g., Straub, 1994; Straub et al, 1997; Srite & Karahanna, 2006; McCoy et al, 2007) , we apply this simplified TAM as the theoretical framework for our investigation. Given our focus on continued use rather than initial adoption of EKR, in this study, we refer to BI as users' intentions to continue seeking knowledge from EKR.
PU describes whether users believe that using a particular system will enhance their job performance (Davis, 1989) . It captures the notion of extrinsic motivation toward using a system, suggesting that IS use is driven by instrumental considerations such as solving task-related problems and enhancing work performance (Davis et al, 1992; Venkatesh et al, 2003) . PEOU also reflects instrumental concerns related to IS use. An IS that is easy to use minimizes the cognitive efforts and mental resources needed for users to operate the system, thereby facilitating human engagement with the technology Pavlou & Fygenson, 2006) . This instrumental nature of PEOU is also reflected through its impact on PU. Efforts saved by a system that is easy to use can be redeployed for users to accomplish more work (Kanfer et al, 1994) ; thus, the system is considered useful because it helps to achieve instrumental goals.
Cross-national TAM studies
Cross-national IS studies have shown that the relationships in TAM vary across nations, and IS scholars typically attribute such differences to national cultures (Straub, 1994; Straub et al, 1997; Rose & Straub, 1998) . The most influential cultural framework so far is that developed by Hofstede (1980) . On the basis of the collective results of a series of studies, Hofstede concluded that there are four dimensions of national cultural values, including uncertainty avoidance, power distance (PD), individualism/ collectivism, masculinity/femininity (Hofstede, 1980) , together with a fifth dimension of long-term orientation (Hofstede & Bond, 1988) . Using this framework, scholars have conceived that culture is the manifestation of core values shared in a society and that culture influences individuals' cognitions, attitudes, and behaviors (Lachman, 1983; Hofstede, 1991; Trompenaars, 1993; Straub et al, 2002) .
Cross-national IS research has applied Hofstede's cultural framework in two general ways. First, most studies in this stream of research have collected data from a few nations (e.g., two or more) and have then compared the behavioral models across the populations of these different nations. This comparative approach focuses on selective cultural dimensions to explain the observed behavioral differences across nations (Straub, 1994; Straub et al, 1997) . For example, by collecting individual data from Japan and the United States, Straub (1994) found that users in nations with high PD, uncertainty avoidance, and collectivism (in relation to those with the opposite cultural backgrounds) are more willing to use a lean IS-based medium like email. In addition, using data from Japan, Switzerland, and the United States, Straub et al (1997) found that PU and PEOU predict IS use better for users in high individualistic and high femininity countries.
Nevertheless, some have questioned this first approach for its assumption that each nation has its own culture and a nation's cultural characteristics can be generalized or applied to the entire population (e.g., McCoy et al, 2005 McCoy et al, , 2007 . In other words, the terms culture and nation are used interchangeably (Sekaran, 1983; Nasif et al, 1991) . To address this limitation, some scholars have proposed a second approach that focuses on cultural values espoused by individuals, rather than on cultural values at the national level, to explain behavioral differences between individuals (Straub et al, 2002) . Adopting this individuallevel approach, Srite and Karahanna (2006) collected data from students who had different national backgrounds but who studied in the same U.S. university. By measuring this group's espoused cultural values, they found that the link between PEOU and BI is stronger for individuals with espoused feminine cultural values than for those with espoused masculine cultural values. For another example, through data obtained from subjects across 24 nations, McCoy et al (2007) compared behavioral differences between individuals with high or low espoused cultural values, rather than across national boundaries.
Agreeing that culture is a key influence in individuals' responses to IS innovations, the above two approaches provide distinct, yet complementary, insights into crossnational IS studies (Srite & Karahanna, 2006) . However, some researchers have pointed out the potential reasoning limitations underlying these two approaches. Geertz (1973) argued that culture may not be an exogenous construct apart from behavioral patterns. Indeed, while many researchers emphasize the influence of culture on behavioral patterns (e.g., Van Slyke et al, 2010) , some argue that culture also manifests itself through behavioral patterns (House et al, 2004) . Individuals' behavioral patterns reflect the embedded cultural principles that guide their interpretations of the world around them (Sackmann, 1992; Luna & Gupta, 2001 ). As such, culture and culturally manifested behavioral patterns mutually reinforce each other and are, thus, inseparable (Geertz, 1973) .
To avoid and address the aforementioned challenge, we distinguish cross-national studies from cross-cultural studies. While cross-national studies typically compare behavioral differences across national boundaries, crosscultural studies may compare different cultural groups that are not categorized based on national boundaries. In this study, we focus on cross-national behavioral differences and seek other national-level factors beyond cultural values to explain individual behavioral differences across nations. In this vein, the recently proposed CET ( Van de Vliert, 2009 ) may serve this purpose and enrich our understanding of cross-national differences in IS-related behavioral models.
The CET Psychologists have identified that climatic survival is a fundamental challenge that humans have to face; climatic survival concerns individuals' psychological and behavioral adaptations in order to survive in certain ecological environments (Richerson & Boyd, 2005) . The CET focuses on climatic survival and explains the reasons why habitants' values and behavioral patterns are fine-tuned to fit as well as reflect their climato-economic environments (Van de Vliert, 2009 ). According to CET, individuals' behavioral orientations and practices are shaped by the livability of their surrounding environment, which can be represented by two exogenous factors: the harshness of the thermal climate and national wealth (Van de Vliert, 2009 ).
On the one hand, climate harshness sets survival demands in terms of comfort, nutrition, and health (Van de Vliert, 2007b) . Temperate climates reduce survival demands by offering thermal comfort, abundant resources, and negligible risks related to unhealthy conditions. In contrast, harsh climates, which are either too hot or too cold, are more demanding since they require people to invest more time and effort meeting basic survival needs (Van de Vliert, 2007a) . Survival needs aroused by the climate are often extended into a hierarchical chain of needs. Specifically, primary needs for thermal comfort transfer to secondary needs for homeostatic goods and services and, in turn, inspire tertiary needs for money or monetary equivalence (Van de Vliert, 2007b) .
On the other hand, national wealth represents available resources that a country can provide to its habitants to cope with climatic demands. Civilized societies have learned to use money (or monetarily equivalent resources) for trading homeostatic goods (such as clothing, housing, food, heating or cooling systems, medical treatment, and social security) so as to address the challenges of harsh climatic conditions (Montesquieu, 1748) . However, the extent to which a country can afford to fulfill its habitants' needs depends largely on its economic affluence. In higher-income countries, about half of the household income is consumed by purchasing homeostatic goods; in lower-income countries, this figure rises to 90%, while for some countries with extreme poverty, most individuals' needs for homeostatic goods cannot even be satisfied (Parker, 2000) .
According to CET, the interaction of climatic demands and economic resources in a particular geographic region results in differing societal emphasis on survival in terms of psychological functions and behavioral patterns (Van de Vliert, 2006 , 2007a . Meanwhile, evidence from accumulated studies has supported the existence of the spillover effect, which posits that family life impacts individuals' activities in the workplace (Crouter, 1984) ; that is, traditions in individuals' daily lives influence their work-related behavioral orientations (Kanter, 1977) . Thus, the more survival threat is emphasized in habitants' living environments, the more likely they would be to carry this emphasis to their workplace settings and focus on instrumental purposes in their organizational behaviors. Specifically, three scenarios are delineated in the following paragraphs.
First, in lower-income countries with harsh climates, resources are inadequate for their habitants to cope with the threatening living situations. This mismatch between high demands and limited resources leads to a high level of survival pressure, making habitants constantly worry about whether they have sufficient resources to cope with climatic demands. As a result, they have to strive for preserving available resources, obtaining additional resources, and applying their limited resources with careful consideration, demonstrating behavioral patterns with strong utilitarian orientations (Van de Vliert, 2009 ). For example, people in poor-harsh countries tend to put strong emphasis on their own interests and enculturate their children to be egoistic (Van de Vliert, 2009; Van de Vliert et al, 2009 ). In addition, to secure household survival, child labor is widely adopted by parents in poor-harsh nations (Van de Vliert, 2009) . Employees in such nations, as opposed to elsewhere, tend to work more for money .
Second, the situation is remarkably different for habitants in lower-income countries with temperate climates. Because temperate climates set a lower threshold for existence, habitants in poor-temperate nations experience lower survival pressure as compared to their poor-harsh counterparts (Van de Vliert, 2009 ). Consequently, habitants in poortemperate countries, relative to those in poor-harsh countries, are environmentally relieved to enjoy less survival threats and are, thus, less utilitarian-oriented. Prior research has found that people in poor-temperate nations, compared to their counterparts in poor-harsh nations, tend to be less selfish and give lower priority to work for money (Van de Vliert, 2006 , 2007b ).
Third, the aforementioned difference in instrumental orientation between habitants in poor-harsh and poortemperate countries will be less obvious between habitants in rich-harsh and rich-temperate countries. Higherincome nations provide sufficient resources that enable their habitants to go beyond the gratification of basic existence needs, thereby making them take survival for granted (Van de Vliert, 2007b) . Thus, regardless of the climatic conditions (harsh or temperate), habitants in higher-income nations can more flexibly convert available resources to cope with survival stress; as a result, there will be fewer differences in instrumental orientation between habitants in rich-harsh and rich-temperate nations (Van de Vliert, 2009 ). For instance, people in higher-income countries with demanding and temperate climates, compared to people in lower-income nations with demanding and temperate climates, display fewer differences in their attitudes toward work and colleagues and show fewer differences in their struggle for utilitarian goals (Van de Vliert & Einarsen, 2008; Van de Vliert et al, 2008) .
Research model and hypotheses

Research model
We have developed a research model (see Figure 1 ) based on the simplified TAM to explain employees' intentions to continue seeking knowledge via EKR. To characterize the utility orientation of TAM, we conceptually emphasize the performance-enhancement, effort-saving, and efficiencydriven mechanisms, respectively, underlying the PU-BI, PEOU-BI, and PEOU-PU relationships such that all three relationships are instrumental in nature. In addition, drawing on the CET, we predict that climate harshness and national wealth interactively moderate the relationships in the behavioral model for different climato-economic nations.
PU and BI
In the workplace, employees are likely to continue seeking knowledge from EKR based on their evaluations of the extent to which using the system can improve their task performance . Enhanced performance can lead to extrinsic benefits, such as stable job positions, promotions, pay raises, and so on (Davis et al, 1992) . In other words, an individual's perception of an EKR's usefulness increases his/her BI to continue seeking knowledge via the EKR through an instrumental mechanism. Drawing on the CET, we theorize that the strength of this performance-enhancement link varies according to the extent to which instrumental orientation is jointly triggered by thermal climate and national wealth.
Climatic contingencies for lower-income countries Habitants in lower-income countries generally suffer from limited resources (Inglehart & Welzel, 2005) . Their inferior resource condition make them particularly vulnerable and sensitive to the severity of climatic demands; thus, habitants in poor-harsh nations, relative to those in poor-temperate nations, are more likely to experience life as threatening (Van de Vliert et al, 2004) . As a result, habitants in poor-harsh nations will demonstrate higher instrumental propensity than their poor-temperate counterparts and will be more eager to utilize resources in a pragmatic way to address all threats to their overall existence.
Following this line of reasoning, employees in organizational settings in poor-harsh countries are more outcomedriven and will, therefore, prefer more strongly to engage in activities that can enhance their job performance as compared to those in poor-temperate countries. As such, when perceiving knowledge-seeking via EKR as being useful for making decisions, solving problems, and accomplishing tasks, employees in poor-harsh countries, compared to those in poor-temperate countries, will likely be more sensitive to as well as more appreciative of the instrumental value that could be derived from continued EKR use. This, in turn, makes such individuals more inclined to continue seeking knowledge via EKR. In other words, given a certain level of PU, the impact on individuals' BIs to continue seeking knowledge via EKR will be stronger for employees in poor-harsh nations than in poor-temperate nations.
Climatic contingencies for higher-income countries In contrast, the above differences in the strength of the PU-BI link between poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations are likely to be less dramatic between rich-harsh and richtemperate nations. Habitants in higher-income countries, relative to those in lower-income nations, generally possess more and better resources (Inglehart & Welzel, 2005; Van de Vliert, 2007b) . Living in such resourceful environments, habitants in higher-income nations can take protective actions against climatic demands more easily regardless of their surrounding climates' harshness. Thus, the extent to which climates are harsh or temperate would have a weaker influence on such individuals' instrumental tendencies. In this vein, there would be fewer differences 
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Liwei Chen et al in the instrumental tendencies between habitants in richharsh and rich-temperate nations than between habitants in poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations. Thus, we propose,
H1:
The harshness of the thermal climate and the level of national wealth jointly moderate the positive relationship between PU and intention to continue seeking knowledge from EKR, such that the difference in the strength of this relationship between poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations will be greater than the difference between richharsh and rich-temperate nations.
PEOU and BI
The path between PEOU and BI suggests that individuals prefer to continue using a system that is easy to operate (Davis, 1989; Davis et al, 1992) . This relationship can be explained as an instrumental mechanism (Pavlou & Fygenson, 2006) . Human beings naturally prefer simple processes to complex processes when solving problems (Kock et al, 2008) . A system that is easy to use requires users to put forth little cognitive effort (Katz & Aspden, 1997) and prevents them from having to deal with complex operating procedures and learning processes (Bandura, 1982; Pavlou & Fygenson, 2006) . Indeed, the level of cognitive effort required for operating a technology in organizations highlights the instrumental nature of the PEOU-BI relationship. Accordingly, our predictions on the differential strength of this relationship across different climato-economic conditions are delineated as follows.
Climatic contingencies for lower-income countries Lowerincome individuals are particularly vulnerable to a lack of resources, including cognitive resources (Williams, 1990; Bornstein & Bradley, 2003; Hsieh et al, 2008) . For habitants in lower-income countries, their vulnerability to resources makes climatic demands a key factor that shapes their response to survival pressure. Struggling against demanding climates with scarce resources, habitants in poor-harsh nations experience greater stress than their counterparts in poor-temperate nations (Van de Vliert, 2007b) . The existence pressure such individuals face gradually shapes their utilitarian orientations, making them particularly favorable toward means that help reduce the effort required to solve work problems (Kock et al, 2008 ). An EKR that is easy to use can save employees' effort and minimize the cognitive resources required to operate the technology (Lepper, 1985) . Employees in poor-harsh nations as opposed to those in poor-temperate nations are likely to better appreciate the advantage of having to put forth minimal effort and thus are more inclined to continue using such a system. Hence, PEOU will affect BI more strongly for employees in poor-harsh nations than in poor-temperate nations.
Climatic contingencies for higher-income countries Habitants in higher-income nations, relative to those in lower-income nations, possess more resources and can cope with threatening climates more flexibly; therefore, they are less sensitive to the challenges derived from climatic demands (Van de Vliert et al, 2004) . As such, employees in rich-harsh vs richtemperate nations will show less remarkable differences in their utilitarian orientations than employees in poor-harsh vs poor-temperate nations. In this vein, considering the effortsaving mechanism inherent in the PEOU-BI link, the differences in the strength of the PEOU-BI link between poorharsh and poor-temperate nations may be larger than between rich-harsh and rich-temperate nations.
The above discussion, as a whole, suggests that the strength of the relationship between PEOU and continued EKR knowledge-seeking intention varies across nations in line with the extent to which instrumentality is emphasized in the society. We thus expect,
H2:
The harshness of the thermal climate and the level of national wealth jointly moderate the positive relationship between PEOU and intention to continue seeking knowledge from EKR, such that the difference in the strength of this relationship between poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations will be greater than the difference between richharsh and rich-temperate nations.
PEOU and PU
While the extant cross-national studies have provided much understanding about the impacts of PU and PEOU on BI, researchers have only paid limited attention to the effect PEOU has on PU. On the basis of the CET, we expect that the strength of this relationship varies significantly across nations. To begin with, a system that is easy to use can reduce cognitive effort and help enhance work efficiency (Todd and Benbasat, 1991) . In the organizational context, such a system is considered to be valuable because it permits employees to redeploy their finite resources, including their time and cognitive efforts (Kanfer et al, 1994) , to accomplish more tasks or achieve better performance, which reflects the essence of PU . In other words, PEOU constructively impacts PU because of this efficiency-driven consideration. Hence, the strength of this relationship may also vary according to the prevalence of instrumentality in a country.
Climatic contingencies for lower-income countries
Demanding climates create more serious survival threats for habitants in poor-harsh countries. Such threats push employees in these environments to continuously emphasize instrumental benefits as they reason (Van de Vliert, 2007b) . Compared to those in poor-temperate nations, employees in poor-harsh nations are more likely to develop instrumental rationales and believe that a userfriendly EKR is useful because the time and effort saved by the technology can lead to more productive performance. We, therefore, expect the impact of PEOU on PU to be stronger for employees in poor-harsh nations than in poor-temperate nations.
Climatic contingencies for higher-income countries In contrast, the aforementioned difference between poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations is less obvious between richharsh and rich-temperate nations. As argued earlier, employees in rich-harsh and rich-temperate nations will exhibit fewer dramatic differences in their instrumental orientations than those in poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations. Given the efficiency consideration underlying the relationship between PEOU and PU, the strength of this positive link would be less different between rich-harsh and rich-temperate nations than between poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations. Thus, we anticipate the following:
H3: The harshness of the thermal climate and the level of national wealth jointly moderate the positive relationship between PEOU and PU, such that the difference in the strength of this relationship between poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations will be greater than the difference between rich-harsh and rich-temperate nations.
Methodology
Research site A leading multinational logistic firm that implemented a global enterprise knowledge repository (EKR) system was chosen as the investigation site. The firm has branches in over 58 countries and had an annual revenue of $5.65 billion USD in 2007. Given the intensive competition in this industry, the firm's competitiveness is contingent upon its employees' ability to access and apply the latest and the most relevant knowledge. The knowledge-centric characteristic of the logistic industry, together with the firm's global presence and EKR implementation, makes this site an ideal test bed for the proposed hypotheses. At the time of data collection in 2008, the target firm had implemented its EKR for 2 years. The knowledge available in this system covers useful information to support operations across various geographical and functional areas. Such information includes governmental regulations and taxes, industrial best practices, organizational news and policies, employee experiences, and glossary of terms and abbreviations. Information can be searched by department, geographic location, or both. Besides a small group of dedicated personnel responsible for maintaining and updating the system's content, most employees are only authorized to access this repository. These employees' EKR use is restricted to knowledgeseeking rather than knowledge contribution. Unlike frontline operators, these employees are knowledge workers whose performance is contingent upon their professional knowledge. Thus, using EKR would help employees access professional knowledge when needed, thereby facilitating their task performance. As such, our investigation focuses on experienced employees who have only used EKR for seeking knowledge instead of those who have contributed knowledge. Importantly, using EKR to seek knowledge is encouraged but not mandated in this firm. Thus, employees' EKR use is voluntary in nature.
Measures
Thermal climate, expressed by the average degrees Celsius across a country's major cities, is considered harsher if the winters are colder than temperate, the summers are hotter than temperate, or both. Following previous climato-economic research (e.g., ; Van de Vliert et al, 2004 Van de Vliert, 2007a, b) , we used the temperature data from Parker (1997). The temperature data include four average temperatures in degrees Celsius (i.e., the average lowest and highest temperatures in the coldest and hottest months) across each country's major cities over a 30-year period. On the basis of these temperature data, we generated the indices of climate harshness using the same approach as prior climato-economic studies (e.g., Van de Vliert et al, 2004 Van de Vliert, 2007a , b, 2009 ). In particular, we calculated the sum of the absolute deviations from 22 o C for the four average temperatures and generated the indices of the harshness of thermal climate. In countries whose populations are dominated by a large city, single city averages were used. For countries with many major cities, multiple city averages were weighted based on the population (for detailed information, see Parker, 1997, pp. 203-226) . It is important to note that in countries with large temperature variations (e.g., Australia, Canada, China, Russia, and the United States), our measure may increase the standard error of the mean and reduce the chance to detect the theorized effect of thermo-climate, if any, thereby rendering more conservative estimates.
National wealth was operationalized as the purchasing power parity per capita calculations for 2007 published by the International Monetary Fund. TAM constructs were measured using items adapted from prior studies (see Appendix A for the survey instrument and the detailed measures). In particular, PU and PEOU were measured using scales adapted from Davis (1989) and Davis et al (1989) . Items for BIs to continue seeking knowledge from EKR were adapted from Agarwal & Prasad (1997) 
Data collection
The survey instrument was developed in English, which is the official language of the firm. Minor modifications were made based on feedback from a pretest. The official data collection was conducted through an online survey. Excluding non-local employees who might blur the results, we randomly sampled 3027 employees who had experience using the system across 30 countries and invited them to participate. The survey was administrated by the company's headquarter. Reminder letters were sent 1 week after the initial survey invitation to increase the response rate. After excluding incomplete responses, 1352 responses (see Table 1 for demographics) across the 30 countries were usable for analysis, yielding a 44.7% response rate.
The sample size for each nation ranges from 7 to 129 (mean = 45.07; SD = 26.93), which is acceptable for a multilevel analysis (Kreft & De Leeuw, 1998; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) .
Although this sample is far from comprehensive with respect to all of the countries in the world, it representatively covers countries with high and low national wealth as well as harsh and temperate climates (see Table 2 for country information and Figure B1 in Appendix B for the distribution of climate harshness and national wealth).
Data analysis
Measurement model CFA was first performed using AMOS 7.0 to assess the measurement properties of the multi-item constructs (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988) . The three-factor model yielded an adequate model fit (CFI = 0.97, TLI = 0.96, NFI = 0.96 GFI = 0.94, AGFI = 0.90, and SRMR = 0.065) (Hair et al, 1998) . The factor loading for each indicator on its corresponding construct was significant at a 0.05 level or higher, thus supporting convergent validity. As shown in Table 3 , the average variance extracted (AVE) were all above 0.5, suggesting that the explained variance was higher than the unexplained variance (Segars, 1997). The square root of the AVE for each construct was also higher than all of the inter-construct correlations, thereby establishing discriminant validity (Fornell & Larcker, 1981) . In terms of reliability, Cronbach's α and composite reliability were both above the recommended 0.7 (Nunnally, 1978) . The above results suggest that the measurement scales for this study exhibit adequate psychometric properties.
Measurement invariance (MI) analyses
To evaluate the appropriateness of comparing the path coefficients across nations, we conducted MI analyses (Doll et al, 1998) . As SEM-based analyses typically require at least 200-250 data points in one single group (Hair et al, 1998) , we split the entire sample (1352), based on the following six categorizations, one at a time, into two groups: high/low national wealth, harsh/temperate climates, high/low PD, high/low uncertainty avoidance, individualism/collectivism, and masculinity/femininity. Using AMOS 7.0, we performed configural and metric invariance analyses to evaluate whether the three-factor multi-item Common method bias (CMB) As the three individual-level constructs (i.e., PU, PEOU, and BI) were measured through the same survey, we applied the Harman's one-factor test (Podsakoff & Organ, 1986) to gauge the threat of CMB. For this test, (1) three distinct latent factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 were generated (Table D1 in Appendix D) and (2) the loading of each item on its principal factor was significant and much higher than its loadings on other factors (Table D2 in Appendix D). Nevertheless, one of the three factors accounted for slightly more than half of the variance (54%), suggesting some threat of CMB. As this test does not statistically control for method effects (Podsakoff et al, 2003) , we conducted the more sophisticated and conservative common method variance factor test to further gauge the effects of CMB, if any, on relationships among the three individual level TAM factors. Following Podsakoff et al (2003), we assessed the measurement model by adding a latent common method variance factor and found that (1) the item loadings and (2) the correlation and covariance coefficients among the three TAM factors, together with the corresponding significance levels, remained stable between the original measurement model and the measurement model with a common method variance factor (Table D3 in Appendix D). The above results, as a whole, suggests some evidence of CMB, which, however, was not a serious threat to the relationships among the core constructs.
Research model and hypothesis testing
The research model requires multilevel analyses across both national and individual levels, which can be achieved using HLM. (2001) assessed the robustness of the MSEM estimators at both the lower and higher levels and found that the results are problematic for small grouplevel samples. They suggested that the higher-level sample size should be at least 100 for acceptable performance of MSEM estimation. Similarly, Cheung & Au (2005) conducted MSEM simulation and also found problematic estimates with a small higher-level sample size. Unfortunately, they further demonstrated that increasing the lower-level (e.g., individual-level) sample size does not necessarily address this issue. Thus, they called for the cautious application of MSEM on cross-national studies since most cross-national studies do not have a sufficient sample size that supports proper MSEM analysis and estimation.
Since our data were only collected from 30 countries, MSEM may not be appropriate to test our hypotheses. Hence, we adopted HLM, which demands a relatively smaller high-level sample size (Hox, 2010). The analyses were performed using MLwiN, a software package for HLM (Rasbash et al, 2012) . MLwiN produces an estimate for each predictor variable along with the associated standard error. Moreover, how well a given model fits the data can also be evaluated by examining changes in chi-square values. Table 4 provides the specification of the multilevel model we used to test our hypotheses. Take the model for PU→BI as an example, the individual-level model includes a random intercept term (β 0j ), six fixed slope terms (β 1j~β6j ) to model the effects of individual-level control variables, and a random slope term (β 7j ) to model the effects of PU. Notes: i and j represent individuals and countries, respectively. PU = Perceived usefulness; PEOU = Perceived ease of use; BI = Behavioral intention UA = Uncertainty avoidance; PD = Power distance; IC = Individualism/Collectivism MF = Masculinity/Femininity; C = Climate harshness; W = National wealth Climato-economic cross-national differences
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The national level model (i.e., the national-level model) specified the random intercept and random slope terms as a function of climate harshness (C), national wealth (W), and the interaction of these two national-level factors, after controlling for the main effects (γ 01~γ04 ) and interaction effects (γ 71~γ74 ) of national culture values. As such, the cross-level main effects of Climate and Wealth are captured by γ 05 and γ 06 , respectively. In addition, the interaction effect between PU and C is captured by the coefficientγ 75 , the interaction effect between PU and W is captured by the coefficientγ 76 , and the interaction effect between C and W is captured by the coefficientγ 07 . The three-way interaction effect is captured by the coefficientγ 77 . The individual-level error term (r ij ) and random effects (μ 0j ,μ 7j ) were also specified in the model. Climate harshness, national wealth, and the four dimensions of Hofstede's culture scores were standardized at the national level to facilitate the analysis and interpretation of the interaction effects (Aiken & West, 1991) . We also standardized individual-level predictors (i.e., PU and PEOU) within each country so as to disentangle individual differences and country differences (Kreft & De Leeuw, 1998) . Following Aiken and West (1991), these standardized measures were then used to create the interaction terms for analysis so as to facilitate results interpretation and avoid multi-collinearity. In fact, the VIF values for all of the terms entered in the analyses turned out to be lower than 3, suggesting a minimum threat of multi-collinearity (Hair et al, 1998) . Table 5 lists the results of the multilevel analysis for the PU→BI link. We now delineate the detailed procedures for testing H1. A fully unconditional model was constructed in step 1 as a baseline model. In step 2, age, gender, use history, education, job tenure, and PEOU were entered into the model as individual-level control variables. Among these variables, prior use history positively affected (γ 30 = 0.237, P<0.01) intentions to continue seeking knowledge via EKR. Consistent with the TAM literature, PEOU also displayed a significant effect (γ 60 = 0.407, P<0.01) on employees' continued EKR usage intentions. In step 3, the individual-level main predictor (i.e., PU) was entered into the model. A significant positive coefficient (γ 70 = 0.424, P<0.01), along with a significant improvement of model fit (Δχ 2 (1) = 130.162, P<0.01), indicates that PU was positively related to BIs at the individual level.
H1: the link between PU and BI
In step 4, we conducted a random slope test to examine whether the PU-BI relationship varied across nations significantly. A significant improvement in model fit (Δχ 2 (2) = 8.445, P<0.05) suggests that the slope was significantly different across nations.
After the four dimensions of national culture values were added as national-level control variables in step 5, we included the two national-level main predictors (i.e., climate harshness (C) and national wealth (W)) in step 6. The results show that neither climate harshness (γ 05 = 0.143, P > 0.05) nor national wealth (γ 06 = 0.119, P > 0.05) alone was a significant predictor of BI.
In step 7, three two-way interactions among climate harshness (C), national wealth (W), and the main predictor (PU) (i.e., C*W, C*PU, W*PU) were added. We also controlled the two-way interactions between national culture values and PU. The significant interaction effect between PU and PD (γ 72 = 0.161, P<0.01) suggested that the PU-BI relationship was stronger in high PD cultures than in low PD cultures.
In step 8, we tested whether the three-way cross-level interaction (i.e., climate harshness and national wealth at the national level and PU at the individual level) influenced individual-level BI. The results reveal a significant three-way interaction effect (γ 77 = −0.119, P<0.01) together with a significant improvement in model fit (Δχ 2 (1) = 5.742, P<0.05).
To develop a more nuanced understanding, we performed simple slope tests and plotted the interaction effects in Figure 2 . In lower-income countries (see Figure 2a ), the coefficients of the PU-BI link were 0.552 (P<0.01) and 0.250 (P<0.01) for harsh and temperate climates, respectively. In higher-income countries (see Figure 2b ), the coefficients were 0.502 (P<0.01) and 0.482 (P<0.01) for harsh and temperate climates, respectively. Following the procedures prescribed by Dawson and Richter (2006), we compared the coefficients between harsh-poor and temperate-poor and between harshrich and temperate-rich nations. The results show that while the PU-BI relationship differed significantly across harsh-poor and temperate-poor nations (t = 3.58, P<0.01), it did not vary across harsh-rich and temperate-rich nations (t = 0.00, P > 0.1). The above evidence suggests that the difference in the impact of PU on EKR knowledge-seeking intentions between poor-harsh and poortemperate nations is larger than the difference between rich-harsh and rich-temperate nations. Thus, H1 is supported.
H2: the link between PEOU and BI A similar procedure was performed for testing H2 as was used for testing H1. The results are presented in Table 6 . Importantly, the results of the random slope test (step 4) reveal no improvement in model fit (Δχ 2 (2) = 0.757, P > 0.1), suggesting that the link between PEOU and individuals' intentions to seek knowledge via EKR did not vary significantly across nations. In other words, no crosslevel effect was detected in this relationship. As such, H2 is not supported. We considered that the rejection of H2 might be associated with the representativeness of sampled countries in terms of the harshness of climates and national wealth. To validate this explanation, we conducted an additional analysis (discussed later in the section 'Additional analysis I') and found that the results remain insignificant.
H3: the link between PEOU and PU
The results for the moderating effect on the PEOU-PU relationship are shown in Table 7 . The random slope test (in step 4) revealed significant improvement in model fit (Δχ 2 (2) = 14.314, P<0.01), suggesting that this link had significant variance across nations. After controlling all of the two-way interaction terms, we further detected a significant three-way interaction effect (γ 67 = −0.135, P<0.01) together with a significant improvement in model fit (Δχ 2 (1) = 10.136, P<0.01). The interaction plots are shown in Figure 3 . In lowerincome countries (Figure 3a) , the coefficients of the PU-BI link were 0.718 (P<0.01) and 0.392 (P<0.01) for harsh and temperate climates, respectively. In higher-income countries (Figure 3b) , the coefficients were 0.460 (P<0.01) and 0.529 (P<0.01) for harsh and temperate climates, respectively. Also, using the approach by Dawson and Richter (2006) , we compared the coefficients between harsh-poor and temperate-poor and between harsh-rich and temperate-rich nations and found that while the PEOU-PU link varied significantly across harsh-poor and temperate-poor nations (t = 3.35, P<0.01), it did not differ between harsh-rich and temperate-rich nations (t = −0.94, P > 0.1). Thus, H3 is also supported.
Additional analysis I: sample representativeness
The rejection of H2 may be attributable to the representativeness of the 30 nations sampled. To attenuate this potential bias, we excluded countries whose standardized values of climate harshness and national wealth are closest to the group mean so that the remaining samples can Table 5 Results of hierarchical linear modeling (PU→BI)
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Step better represent the four climato-economic situations. This approach is in spirit similar to the suggestion by Aiken and West (1991) to remove samples nearby the mean values of the predictors so as to enhance the chance of detecting the theorized interaction effect, if any exists. Since multilevel analysis typically requires at least 25 high-level units for analysis (Kreft & De Leeuw, 1998) , we excluded five countries (New Zealand, Italy, Spain, Taiwan, and Japan) with the closest Euclidean distance to the group mean values (climate harshness and national wealth) (see Figure B1 in Appendix B). With samples from the remaining 25 countries, we performed additional analyses by following a procedure similar to that of the main analysis. The results (Table 8) , again, suggest that the PEOU-BI relation had no significant variance across nations, which are highly consistent with the results using the data from the 30 countries (Table 6 ). These evidences, as a whole, suggest that our results are quite robust even after addressing the potential concern of sample representativeness.
Additional analysis II: effect of subsidiary centrality A competing explanation argues that the observed crossnational differences might be a function of the subsidiary network centrality. That is, employees at peripheral locations (who are more likely to be located in low-income Table 6 Results of hierarchical linear modeling (PEOU→BI)
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Step countries) may face greater difficulties in accessing organizational knowledge and may have longer search paths compared to their counterparts at headquarter locations (who are more likely to be located in high-income countries) (Singh et al, 2010) . Hence, the centrality of an MNC subsidiary may affect accessibility to knowledge resources and hence employees' dependence on the EKR. In other words, the more central the location in which a subsidiary is located, the more likely the employees of this subsidiary have knowledge access other than EKR, thereby leading to less continued EKR use.
To address this concern, we gathered data from 22 countries we sampled earlier about the transportation volume (i.e., the 20-foot equivalent unit (TEU)) the subsidiaries in each nation handle on a yearly basis. In a multinational logistic company, the transportation volume reflects the intensity of the business activity. Subsidiaries with large transportation volume bring more revenue and assume higher importance to the company. In other words, the higher the TEU associated with a subsidiary, the more business activities this subsidiary is engaged, and the more central the subsidiary would be. Hence we used this variable to operationalize the importance of the subsidiary in each nation so as to assess the extent to which it is central/peripheral to the company's global operation. In particular, we first tested the correlation among TEU, national wealth, climate harshness, and aggregated BI. We then added the main effect and associated moderating effects of TEU into our model as additional national-level control variables in order to rule out this alternative explanation.
The results suggest that TEU was not significantly correlated with national wealth (γ = 0.067, P > 0.05), climate harshness (γ = 0.177, P > 0.05), or aggregated BIs (γ = 0.172, P > 0.05). In addition, while the direct and moderating effects of TEU are both not significant for either the PU-BI path (γ (TEU) = 0.023, P > 0.05; γ (TEU*PU) = 0.022, P > 0.05) or the PEOU-PU path (γ (TEU) = 0.028, P > 0.05; γ (TEU*PEOU) = −0.008, P > 0.05), the hypothesized three-way interactions (PU→BI:γ (C*W*PU ) = −0.127, P<0.01; PEOU→PU:γ (C*W*PEOU) = −0.147, P<0.01) remained significant for these two paths. Hence, our results are robust against the effect of subsidiary network centrality.
Additional analysis III: effect of individual income
In addition to national wealth (i.e., collective income), household income and individual income may also influence an individual's endorsement of instrumentality in his/her behaviors, suggesting an effect over and above the climato-economic explanation. Because prior literature indicates that individual income tends to correlate highly with education level (e.g., Bornstein & Bradley, 2003) , we used one's education attainment as a proxy of individual income to safeguard this alternative explanation. In particular, we added the two-way and three-way interactions among climate harshness, education, and the main predictors into our model and replicated the analyses. We found that the hypothesized three-way interactions remained qualitatively unchanged for the link between PU to BI (γ (C*W*PU) = −0.121, P<0.01) and for the link between PEOU and PU (γ (C*W*PEOU) = −0.141, P<0.01). Over and above the interaction of climate harshness and national wealth, the interaction between individual income and climate harshness exhibited a significant main effect on BI (γ (C*EDU) = −0.077, P<0.05), but not on PU (γ (C*EDU) = 0.025, P > 0.05).
Discussion
Results summary
The results reveal interesting cross-national differences in the PU-BI and PEOU-PU relationships across different climato-economic nations. Two of the three proposed hypotheses were supported by the empirical evidence. In Table 9 , we summarize our findings for each path in the research model and discuss the results for each hypothesis in more detail.
PU and BIs to continue seeking knowledge from EKR As expected, the results reveal that the strength of the relationship between PU and intention to continue seeking knowledge from EKR was subject to the interaction between national wealth and thermal climate harshness. In lower-income countries, the impact of PU on individuals' intentions to continue using EKR to seek knowledge was significantly weaker for employees in poor-temperate nations than those in poor-harsh nations. However, in higher-income countries, employees in harsh climates and temperate climates showed less obvious discrepancy in their behavioral reactions toward the usefulness of EKR.
Interestingly, we detected a positive interaction effect between PU and PD on BI, which is different from the Table 8 Results of hierarchical linear modeling with data from 25 nations (PEOU→BI)
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step findings of McCoy et al (2007) , who observed an insignificant PU-BI link in high PD cultures but a significant link in low PD cultures among student users of online teaching technologies. The dissimilar findings between the current study and that by McCoy et al (2007) may be explained by the different contexts of investigation (e.g., student vs employee subjects and learning-related vs task-oriented technologies). In our investigative context, it is possible that employees' intentions to continue using the EKR system can be motivated by its usefulness, especially when the knowledge available in EKR helps employees accomplish instrumental goals desired or set by authorities/ management.
PEOU and BIs to continue seeking knowledge from EKR Next, while the results show that PEOU directly influences individuals' intentions to continue seeking knowledge from EKR, we found no support for the moderating effect of national wealth and climate harshness on this link. One plausible explanation of this unsupported result is that besides the effort-saving mechanism that we rely on to characterize this path, PEOU may also affect BIs via the self-efficacy mechanism (Davis, 1989; Pavlou & Fygenson, 2006) ; that is, an easy-to-use system could enhance users' self-efficacy by making them feel that they can carry out the actions needed to operate the system (Deci, 1975; Bandura, 1982) , thereby forming higher intentions to continue using the system. In other words, the effect of PEOU on individuals' intentions to search for knowledge via EKR does not purely arise out of utilitarian concerns. The mixed effects of these two mechanisms (i.e., effortsaving and self-efficacy mechanisms) may have diluted the significance of our results.
PEOU and PU Finally, our findings show that the PEOU-PU link does in fact vary significantly across nations. Specifically, the difference in the strength of the PEOU-PU relationship between employees in poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations was more dramatic than between employees in rich-harsh and rich-temperate nations. By conceiving the PEOU-PU link as an efficiency-enhancement instrumental mechanism, our results reveal, for the first time, the existence of meaningful cross-national differences in the strength of this relationship.
Contributions to research
This study makes important contributions to theory development as well as research methodology in the IS field. First, this study contributes to IS theory building by synthesizing EKR knowledge-seeking behaviors, the TAM, and the CET with a particular focus on instrumentality.
Our results demonstrate how the strength of the relationships between PU and BI and between PEOU and PU varies across nations according to the extent to which instrumentality is differentially emphasized in different climatoeconomic conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies that specifically theorizes about and successfully identifies the moderating effect of nationallevel factors on the individual-level relation between PEOU and PU. By emphasizing the instrumental nature of employees' IS use in general and of EKR knowledge-seeking behaviors in particular, our work sheds light on a promising direction for future cross-national IS research. For instance, PU is typically viewed as the dominant extrinsic motivator for IS use, and PU could be shaped by utilitarian factors, such as image, result demonstrability, job relevancy, and output quality (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) . It would be 
SUPPORTED (√)
The difference in the strength of the PU-BI relationship between poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations was greater than the difference between rich-harsh and rich-temperate nations.
H 2 :( poor, harsh -poor, temperate ) > ( rich, harsh -rich, temperate )
REJECTED (×)
The strength of the PEOU-BI relationship did not show crossnational differences.
H 3 :( poor, harsh -poor, temperate ) > ( rich, harsh -rich, temperate )
SUPPORTED (√)
The difference in the strength of the PEOU-PU relationship between poor-harsh and poor-temperate nations was greater than the difference between rich-harsh and rich-temperate nations.
interesting to investigate if these instrumental factors predict PU differentially across nations. Importantly, this research also demonstrates the value of the CET as a useful lens for understanding crossnational behavioral differences. Implicitly assuming that culture and behavioral patterns are conceptually separable, most prior studies typically apply the national culture values proposed by Hofstede to account for any observed cross-national or cross-cultural behavioral differences (e.g., Straub et al, 1997; Srite & Karahanna, 2006; McCoy et al, 2007) . However, as cautioned by some scholars, if behavioral patterns are actually manifestations of cultural values and if they are mutually influential, it would be difficult to distinguish the cause from the effect (Peter & Olson, 1998; Luna & Gupta, 2001; House et al, 2004) . Toward this end, the CET extends this stream of research by identifying two macro-level factors (i.e., climate harshness and national wealth), which go beyond culture, to serve as an alternative explanation for cross-national behavioral differences. Our application of CET for explaining cross-national behavioral differences, thus, opens a whole new window for cross-national IS research. We strongly encourage interested researchers to scrutinize the culturally construed nature of IS-usage behavioral patterns and incorporate the climato-economic perspective to achieve a more holistic understanding with regard to behavioral differences across national boundaries.
This study also pushes the envelope of the CET in several aspects. Since its inception, CET has been applied to explain differences in psychological and behavioral patterns across nations (Van de Vliert, 2009 ). Ample empirical evidence strongly suggests that instrumental psychological and behavioral patterns are shaped by climato-economic environments (Van de Vliert, 2007a) ; recent developments in the CET indicate that such differential patterns can be observed not only in people's familial and social lives but also in their workplaces . For example, this spillover effect has been illustrated by cross-national differences in child labor practices and in employees' attitudes toward wages . Our study further affirms this spillover effect by investigating cross-national differences in the behavioral model of knowledge-seeking via EKR, as this behavior represents a typical survival-coping strategy in modern organizations (Kock et al, 2008) . With this knowledge-seeking focus, this study also contributes to the KM literature as prior empirical KM studies focused more on knowledge-contribution behaviors (e.g., Constant et al, 1996; Jarvenpaa & Staples, 2001; Wasko & Faraj, 2005) than on knowledge-seeking behaviors.
Finally, this study advances the research methodology for cross-national IS research. To the best of our knowledge, this work is one of the few IS studies that includes as many as 30 countries in a single study. This multinational research design enables us to address common challenges encountered by prior studies. To understand the impact of environmental factors at the macro level on the TAM at the individual level, hierarchical learning modeling (HLM) is an ideal technique to conduct multilevel analyses statistically. However, HLM requires the dataset to cover at least 25 units at the higher level (e.g., national level) (Kreft & De Leeuw, 1998) . Since it is difficult in practice to collect primary data from so many countries, most crossnational IS studies, if not all, have been restricted to primary data from only three to four countries (Straub, 1994; Keil et al, 1995; Straub et al, 1997; Keil et al, 2000) . As a result, these studies typically rely on cross-group comparison techniques for analysis. As indicated by Aiken and West (1991) , relative to the interaction approach, crossgroup comparison techniques are weaker in their power to detect between-group differences. In addition, having data from only three to four countries may also cause scholars to underestimate cross-national effects, as this type of research design does not representatively include most countries that are major players in the global economy. Toward this end, the multinational design of this research addresses the above concerns by collecting data from a wider array of countries, which also allows for analyzing the data with advanced multilevel techniques like HLM, thereby achieving a more holistic and in-depth understanding of the phenomenon of interest.
Implications for practice
Our study also holds important implications for managerial practices. The findings suggest that to encourage employees in different nations to use deployed global EKR more fully, organizations should understand the core mechanism underlying employees' EKR knowledge-seeking behaviors and, more importantly, how this mechanism is jointly affected by national wealth and climate harshness. In this study, we have shown that instrumentality is the key mechanism that underlies users' continued EKR usage model and that this behavioral orientation varies across nations. Managers in multinational organizations should pay particular attention to this differential behavioral orientation and tailor their EKR-implementation strategies to the climato-economic conditions of interest.
For instance, in lower-income countries with harsh climates, seeking knowledge through EKR is predominantly stimulated by employees' evaluations of system functionality. Hence, managers could execute interventions that enhance the instrumental values of EKR. They could provide high quality knowledge via EKR to support accomplishing tasks, or they could design easy-to-use interfaces that facilitate work efficiency. In addition, companies should also create opportunities to help employees recognize the utilitarian value of EKR. Such opportunities include proactively communicate with employees about the practical benefits of using EKR or offer incentives for successfully applying knowledge retrieved from EKR. In sum, by intensifying the match between employees' needs and system functions, employees in poor-harsh regions would react more favorably and be more motivated to use EKR.
As another example, our findings suggest that in lowerincome countries with temperate climates where instrumentalism is emphasized less, employees will have weaker intentions to continue using EKR even when they realize the usefulness of it. Toward this end, managers should realize that employees' weaker intentions might not be caused by the system's usefulness or by its operating ease but that these intentions are caused by the users' nature of being less instrumental-oriented. To better motivate employees to use EKR to seek knowledge, managers could attempt to strengthen the instrumental culture in organizational practices.
The last situation lies in higher-income countries with either harsh or temperate climates. Plenty of resources enable employees in this region to better appreciate the values of a useful system and be less constrained by its complexity. Moreover, since an instrumental focus of EKR may not be the dominant reason driving employees' knowledge-seeking behavior in these contexts, managerial interventions may consider other drivers for knowledgeseeking, including collaborative norms and personal knowledge growth.
Limitations and future research
Like all empirical research, this study has some limitations, which also shed light on a number of directions for future studies. First, although global EKR management is important, research regarding this subject on a global scale remains limited. While our findings offer insights into cross-national differences in employees' continued EKR knowledge-seeking behavioral patterns, our data were only gathered from one multinational firm in the logistic industry. As such, caution should be exercised when generalizing these findings to other industries. We believe the observed behavioral patterns are especially generalizable to industries with fierce competition, as instrumentality is more likely to be valued and exaggerated in these industrial settings. Interested scholars are encouraged to examine the model in other contexts by collecting data from global firm(s), different industries, or a broader range of nations.
Second, although the results of Harman's one-factor analysis suggested some evidence of CMB, they did not compromise the relationships among the three TAM factors as shown in the results of the common method variance factor test. Nevertheless, we encourage future research to measure the independent and dependent variables using different methods, sources, and scale formats to further minimize the threat of CMB.
Third, climate harshness was measured using the same approach used in prior climato-economic studies (e.g., Van de Vliert et al, 2004 Van de Vliert 2007a ). On the one hand, employing a consistent measure allows scholars to compare findings across studies (Asher et al, 2004) . On the other hand, our current measure may not have fully captured climatic variations in countries with large geographical coverage, thereby downward estimating the effect of climate harshness. Although we still found support for the theorized cross-national climatic effects with this conservative approach, we encourage interested scholars to extend this line of research by looking into the regional segmentations of large countries and investigating climato-economic impacts across regions.
Fourth, the cross-sectional design of this study assumes that climates, national economic statuses, and individual orientations are stable across time. However, it is possible that climate and national wealth change over a long period of time. Thus, individual emphasis on instrumentality is not necessarily static. For example, it has been found that the transition from an agrarian society to an industrial society, which brings about dramatic economic development, is closely linked to a decrease in societal emphasis on materialism and instrumentality (Inglehart & Welzel, 2005) . By contrast, as humans are increasingly challenged by threats like global warming and financial crisis, habitants who were initially less utilitarian may have to adapt to a more demanding environment with stronger propensities toward instrumentality. For instance, when the economic systems collapsed in the Soviet Union in the early 1990s, the habitants had to adapt to placing increasing emphasis on instrumentality (Inglehart & Baker, 2000) . Thus, we encourage a longitudinal research design that can better trace climate harshness and national wealth so as to investigate their long-term impacts on humans' psychological and behavioral adaptation. Data from both the individual level and the national level covering a longer time period will provide insights into how changes in climate and national wealth affect technology acceptance, knowledge-seeking, and other instrumental behaviors in organizations. 
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Measurement invariance (MI) analysis for group comparison
To evaluate the appropriateness of comparing path coefficients across sub-groups, we applied multi-group MI analyses, including tests for configural invariance and metric invariance (Doll et al, 1998; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998) . Configural invariance denotes that the patterns of item loadings are congeneric across groups (Doll et al, 1998; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998) . No restrictions are imposed on the metrics across groups when modeling configural invariance (Doll et al, 1998) . Next, metric invariance determines whether items have equal loadings between groups. Item loadings are set to be equivalent across groups when modeling metric invariance. If the change in CFI between these two nested (configural and metric) models is smaller than the suggested threshold of 0.01 (Cheung and Rensvold 2002) , then metric invariance is supported, permitting the path coefficient comparison between groups.
Following the procedures by Hsieh et al (2008), we performed the configural and metric invariance analyses with AMOS 7.0 to evaluate if the measurement models are invariant across the six pairs of groups: (1) countries with harsh climates and temperate climates, (2) countries with higher incomes and lower incomes, (3) countries with high uncertainty avoidance and low uncertainty avoidance culture, (4) countries with high power distance (PD) and low PD cultures, (5) countries with high individualism and high collectivism, and (6) countries with high masculinity and high femininity. Due to sample-size and modelcomplexity constraints, we performed these analyses separately for each pair of groups.
As can be seen in Table C1 , the results of the configural invariance analysis show acceptable measurement model fit and reveal that the patterns of item loadings were congeneric across the sub-groups. From configural to metric invariance, the decrease in CFI for pairs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were 0.002, 0.002, 0.001, 0.000, 0.003, and 0.002, respectively. Given that the changes in the CFI of the nested models were all smaller than the recommended 0.01 (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002) , metric invariance was established, providing support for meaningful path coefficient comparison across the different sub-groups. 
Appendix D
Common method bias testing 
